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SUMMARY
The importance of designing inlets to achieve the maximum possible per-
formance has increased as the performance requirements of supersonic air
superiority fighter aircraft have increased. While the basic inlet design
can be established using primarily analytical techniques, experimental in-
vestigations of the major inlet design variables are required to ensure a
high level of performance. The objective of this program was to evaluate
performance data for selected design variables on a two-dimensional, overhead,
three ramp, external compression inlet system with variable capture area.
These data were obtained from inlet tests that were primarily directed toward
the development of a high performance inlet for a specific aircraft and
mission application. The development test program consisted of two inlet
performance tests and one inlet/airframe drag test which were conducted at
the NASA Ames Research Center by McDonnell Aircraft Company (MCAIR) in 1969.
Two types of variable capture area inlets were tested. On one type, the
capture area was varied by rotating only the first ramp, and the associated
portion of the outboard sideplate, about the first ramp hinge llne. On the
other type, the capture area was varied by rotating the entire three ramp
system and sideplates about a hinge point near the cowl lip.
The inlet performance data were analyzed to determine the effects of
selected inlet design variables on the engine face pressure recovery, turbu-
lence, and steady state distortion over a Mach number range of 0.9 to 2.5 and
over an angle of attack range of -4 ° to 26 °. The performance tests were con-
ducted at Reynolds numbers of 7.38 x 106 per meter (2.25 x 106 per foot) for
transonic conditions and 6.56 x 106 per meter (2.0 x 106 per foot) for super-
sonic conditions using a 16.7 percent scale model. In addition, the effects
of varying the ramp angles, angle of attack, and operating mass flow ratio on
net propulsive force were evaluated. The net propulsive force changes include
changes in engine net thrust resulting from measured variations in pressure
recovery and analytically determined changes in spillage drag, bleed drag,
and bypass drag.
The inlet/airframe drag data were analyzed to determine the effects of
variation in inlet capture area on inlet and aircraft drag over a Math number
range of 0.6 to 1.2 and over an angle of attack range of -3 ° to 20 °. The
drag test was conducted at Reynolds numbers values of 5.84, 7.22, and 7.58 x
106 per meter (1.78, 2.20, and 2.31 x 106 per foot) at Mach numbers of 0.6,
0.9 and 1.2, respectively, using a 7.5 percent scale model.
The most significant results of the analyses are:
(a) Throat slot bleed increases inlet performance at supersonic flight
conditions even when the boundary layer upstream of the throat is
completely removed by ramp bleed.
(b) The inlet operating point for maximum net propulsive force above





The second and third ramp angles required for maximum net propulsive
force at Mach 2.2 are lower than the ramp angles providing maximum
recovery because of reduced spillage drag associated with the lower
angles.
Reducing the second and third ramp angles as a function of angle of
attack to prevent shock detachment from the third ramp increases
the net propulsive force.
(e) An inlet utilizing a rotating three ramp system maintains a high
level of performance over a wide angle of attack range at Mach 2.2,
whereas a fixed geometry inlet provides high performance only over
a small angle of attack range.
(f) A variable capture area inlet utilizing a rotating ramp system which
varies with angle of attack causes lower spillage drag at transonic
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Advanced air superiority fighter aircraft require inlets that provide
high performance in terms of pressure recovery, pressure distortion, drag,
and operating stability, over a wide range of speed and maneuvering condi-
tions. In the initial development stages of such an inlet, McDonnell Aircraft
Company built and tested models of two different two-dimenslonal overhead,
three ramp, external compression configurations. Both configurations included
variable capture area provisions. One provided for variation of the first
ramp only, while the other provided for varying the entire external ramp
system. Each was designed to permit evaluation of the effects on inlet per-
formance of such variables as bleed and bypass mass flow, in addition to
inlet geometry. These models were tested at NASA-Ames Research Center in
1969.
Three inlet development tests were conducted. These included two inlet
performance tests and one inlet/alrframe drag test. The first two tests were
directed toward inlet performance development, and covered Mach number ranges
as follows:
o First ramp system variable -Mach 0.9 to 2.5
o Entire ramp system variable -Mach 1.6 to 2.5
The tests were conducted at Reynolds numbers of 7.38 x 106 per meter (2.25 x
106 per foot) for transonic conditions and 6.56 x 106 per meter (2.0 x 106 per
foot) for supersonic conditions using a 16.7 percent scale model. The inlet/
airframe drag tests included evaluation of both inlet configurations at tran-
sonic speeds with Mach number of 0.6, 0.9, and 1.2 for Reynolds numbers of 5.84,
7.22, and 7.58 x 106 per meter (1,78, 2.20, and 2.31 x 106 per foot), res-
pectively, using a 7.5 percent scale model.
Although these tests were directed toward the development of a unique
inlet type for a specific aircraft and mission, much of the resulting data
have general application. The significant results have been sunmmrized and
are presented in this report.
The first section provides descriptions of the models tested. Next, the
instrumentation of each model is described, the test conditions and data
reduction are defined, and the data accuracy is presented. Subsequently, a
discussion of the data analyses is presented. The basic performance data
used in the analyses are included in Appendlx A. The procedure used to
calculate bleed and bypass drags is given in Appendix B, and the analytical

























Inlet reference capture area (constant for a given
configuration)
Main duct area
Aircraft drag coefficient, aircraft drag/qoS
Aircraft llft coefficient, aircraft llft/qoS
Inlet llft coefficient, inlet llft/qoA c
Aircraft pitching moment coefficient, moment/qoS5





Engine face diameter; or steady state distortion parameter,
defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum









Stream thrust at the inlet cowl llp plane































Forces acting on the compression ramps
Forces acting on the sldeplates
Forces acting on the model in the axial (body axis) direction
Forces acting on the model in the normal (body axis)
direction
Inlet entrance stream thrust
Inlet capture height
Distance from the third ramp to the cowl lip (perpendicular
to third ramp)
Distance from leading edge of first ramp to cowl lip
parallel to an aircraft waterline
Mach number
Inlet mass flow ratio (sum of the main duct, throat slot
bleed, and engine face bypass mass flow ratios) based on A
c
Bypass mass flow ratio
Third ramp bleed mass flow ratio




Average steady state engine face total pressure recovery
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Sideplate leading edge radius
Wing area of aircraft (used as reference area in drag
coefficient)
Turbulence - dynamic distortion par_uneter, defined as the
average of the rms values of the fluctuating total pressure





Axial direction (aircraft body axis)
Perpendicular distance between third oblique shock and the
cowl lip
Normal direction (aircraft body axis)
Angle of attack - degrees (relative to model waterline)
Angle of sideslip - degrees (relative to model buttllne)
Ratio of specific heats
Horizontal tall deflection angle
Boundary layer thickness at end of first ramp, second ramp,
and third ramp, respectively
First, second, and third ramp angles, respectively, rela-
tive to an inlet reference llne - degrees
First, second, and third ramp angles, respectively,
relative to model waterline - degrees
Ramp system rotation angle relative to a waterline (positive














TEST FACILITY AND MODELS
Test Facility.
The test facility employed was the NASA Ames Research Center Unitary
Plan Wind Tunnel. This facility is a closed clrcult, varlable density,
continuous flow wlnd tunnel having three test sections which permit testing
over a Mach number range from 0.6 to 3.5, The transonic tests were conducted
in the ii x ll-foot section, which has a Mach number range of 0.6 to 1.4.
The supersonic tests were conducted in the 9 x 7-foot section, which has a
Mach number range of 1.55 to 2.55.
Inlet Performance Models
Two different 16.7 percent scale inlet models, side-mounted on partial
fuselages, were used in the two inlet performance tests, These models,
designated as Configurations 1 and 2, were both two-dlmenslonal, overhead,
three ramp, external compression inlets with variable capture area.
Confi_uratlon 1 - The Configuration 1 inlet performance model is shown
in Figure I. The capture area was varied by rotating the first ramp and
the forward portion of the outboard 8ideplate about the first _amp hinge
llne. The inboard sldeplate and boundary layer dlverter could not be
rotated. The second and third ramp angles were varied independent of first
ramp rotation. The ramp angle nomenclature is defined in Figure2. The
first ramp rotation was scheduled as a function of Mach number.
The inlet dimensions and duct area distribution are provided in Figure
3, The inlet lower cowl llp coordinates are presented in Figure 4. The
design Mach number, that is, the Mach number at which the ramp oblique
shocks intersect at the cowl llp, was 2.5,
The inlet model used second and third ramp bleed, sideplate bleed, and
throat slot bleed, as shown in Figure 5, The ramp bleed rates, throat slot
bleed rates, and main duct flow rate were measured using the calibrated mass
flow plug assemblies shown in Figure 1.
A bypass system consisting of a slotted duct section upstream of the
engine face was employed as shown in Figure 6, The bypass flow rate was
also measured using a calibrated mass flow plug assembly,
Confi_uration 2 - The Configuration 2 inlet performance model is shown
in Figure 7. The capture area was varied by rotating the entire ramp system
and sldeplates about a hinge pointnear the lower cowl lip. The boundary
layer dlverter could not be rotated. The second and third ramp angles were
varied independent of ramp system rotation. The ramp angles and ramp systems
rotation angle are defined in Figure 8. The ramp system rotation was scheduled
as a function of both Mach number and angle of attack.
The inlet dimensions and duct area distribution are given in Figure 9'
The inlet lower cowl llp coordinates are provided in Figure 10. The inlet
design Mach number was 2.5.
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Secondand third rampbleed, sideplate bleed, and throat slot bleed
were used as shownin Figure ii. Thecalibrated massflow plug assemblies
illustrated in Figure 7 were used to measurethe flow rates through the
rampbleed systems, throat slot bleed system, and the main duct. The
bypasswas incorporated in the throat slot bleed system.
Inlet/Airframe DragModel
The 7.5 percent Scale model for measuringthe inlet/airframe drag is _
illustrated in Figure 12. This completeaircraft model incorporated two
side-mounted,two-dimensional, overhead, three ramp, external compression
inlets, which were based on the same full scale dimensions as the Con-
figuration 2 inlet performance model. However, the inlets on the drag
model were designed with the flexibility to simulate either of the variable
capture area systems employed by the inlet performance models (Configura-
tion 1 or 2). The model configuration which simulated the rotating first
ramp system was designated Configuration 3, as shown in Figure 13. The con-
figuration which simulated the rotating ramp system was deslgnatedCon-
flguration 4, as shown in Figure 14.
The inlets employed second and third ramp bleed and throat slot bleed.
Each bleed rate was measured using a calibrated exit. The ramp and throat
slot bleed systems for the drag model are shown in Figure 15. The main duct
flow rate was controlled by calibrated exit chokes.
INSTRUMENTATION
Inlet Performance Model Instrumentation
The Configuration i inlet performance model was instrumented with a
36-probe steady state/dynamic total pressure rake to measure the engine face
pressure recovery and turbulence. The pressure rake is illustrated in
Figure 16.
The Configuration 2 inlet performance model was instrumented with a
36-probe steady state/dynamic total pressure rake as shown in Figure 17 to
measure the engine face pressure recovery and turbulence. Note that this
rake location differs from that of Configuration I. Possible differences in
total pressure measurements between the rake locations do not affect the
analyses reported in the Discussion section since no direct comparisons are
made between Configurations i and 2. A high frequency transducer was mounted
in the duct wall of Configuration 2 (see Figure 17) to detect duct flow in-
stability [inlet "buzz"). Static pressure taps were provided on the surface
of the first ramp as shown in Figure 17 to determine local flow angularity.
Inlet/Airframe Dra 8 Model Instrumentation
The inlet/a_rframe force data were measured with a Task Corporation
Mark XXI six-component internal strain gage balance located in the fuselage
as illustrated in Figure 18.
The base and the balance cavity were instrumented with pressure taps to
provide the data required to correct the balance measurements for the base
and cavity forces.
The main duct and bleed exits were provided with total and static
pressure instrumentation to allow the computation of the respective flow
rates and to provide the data necessary for the correction of the balance
measurements for the entrance and exit stream forces.
The left-hand inlet ramps, sideplates, and cowl surfaces were instru-
mented with static pressure taps, and a total pressure rake was provided at




Therangesof test conditions over which the inlet performancetests


























The internal performance parameters computed were total pressure recovery,
turbulence, steady state distortion, inlet stable range, net propulsive force,
and inlet mass flow ratio. The inlet/airframe drag parameters used in the
analyses were aircraft drag coefficient and inlet lift coefficient. These
parameters are defined as follows:
Total Pressure Recovery, PT__2- The ratio of the average steady state
. PT 0 .
total pressures measured at the englne face to the freestream total pressure.
Turbulencep. T = APrm___s- The average of the root mean square (rms)
PT
values of the fluctuatin_ total pressure components divided by the average
- The
Steady State Distortion,D2 =LkPZo/ _
difference between the maximum and the mi_um mintotal pressure _Y_ided by
the average total pressure at the engine face._ i
[( mi)c (ml)b z]/(mi)c
Inlet Stable Range ...... The mass flow
o rit mo uz mo rit
range between the critical (maximum) inlet mass flow ratio and the mass flow
ratio at which the inlet flow became unstable (onset of inlet "buzz")
divided by the critical mass flow ratio.
•
Net Propulsive Force Change,
• _(pT_PTo)- ADAFNp \ PTo / Spillage
- ADBlee d - ADBypass
FN FN
where changes from a selected reference condition are denoted by A. The
first term in the equation above represents the effect of a recovery change
on the net thrust, and was computed for the analyses at Mach 1.6 and 2.2
using the relationships shown in Figure 19. These relationships are typical
of fighter-type turbofan engines.
For the second term above, inlet spillage drag, defined as inlet addi-
tive drag plus the change in cowl drag due to subcrltlcal spillage,
was analytically determined. The additive drag at the critical (maximum)
capture condition was computed by pressure integration along the captured
streamline. A drag slope was then calculated for reduced mass capture ratios,
extending a technique developed in References i and 2 for pitot intakes to
two-dimensional inlets with pre-compression. A more detailed explanation of
the inlet additive drag calculation is given in Appendix C.
The bleed and bypass drag terms above were evaluated by computing the
loss in momentum between the inlet and the exit of each system, using the
flush exit thrust coefficients from References 3 and 4. The calculation
procedures used to determine the bleed and bypass drags are presented in
Appendix B along with curves which can be used to simplify these calculations.
Inlet Mass Flow Ratio, mi/mo - m2/m o + mTs/m o + mBp/m o - The total mass
flow entering the inlet at the cowl lip plane determined by summing the main
duct, throat slot bleed, and (where applicable) engine face bypass mass flow
ratios. As stated previously, the individual mass flow ratios were measured
using the calibrated mass flow plug assemblies shown in Figures 1 and 7.
The inlet mass flow ratio as defined above is based on an inlet capture
area, Ac, which changes as a function of both angle of attack and first ramp
angle. The manner in which the inlet height (and thus capture area) varies
with changes in angles of attack and alternate first ramp angles for Config-
urations i and 2 is illustrated in Figure 20. An alternate definition of
inlet mass flow ratio based on a fixed value of capture area, Aco, is used
to provide comparative inlet capture characteristics for airflow matching.
This reference capture arearemains constant for a given configuration and
was selected at zero degrees angle of attack and a specific first ramp angle.
The relationship between A c and Aco is presented in Figure 21 over the range
of first ramp angles and angles of attack tested. The mass flow ratio values
presented in the text and the appendices are based on A c unless otherwise
noted.
Aircraft Dra_ Coefficient, CD = D/qoS - The aircraft drag force divided
by the dynamic pressure and wing planform area. The aircraft drag coefficient
obtained from force balance and pressure measurements was used to establish
the aircraft drag coefficient increment between alternate inlet configurations.
i0
Theaircraft drag was determined by summation of the forces shown in
Figure 22.
Inlet Lift Coefficient, CLINLE T = FL/qoS - The inlet llft force divided
by the dynamic pressure and the wlng planform area. The inlet lift coeffi-
cient was obtained from static and total pressure measurements on the ramps,
cowl, sideplates, and inlet llp plane. The inlet llft force was determined
by summation of the force components shown in Figure 23.
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DATAACCURACY
The inlet data analyses performed in these investigations are dis-
cussed primarily in terms of changes in selected inlet performance para-
meters. Therefore, the data accuracy was evaluated in terms of data repeat-
ability. The absolute levels of data accuracy were not specificallydeter-
mined but are consistent with typical pressure and force and moment
wind tunnel tests. The ranges of repeatability determined from the test
data are given in Table 2.





























The results of the analyses are divided into two parts: (i) discussions
of inlet performance parameters and (2) discussions of Inlet/alrframe force
data.
Inlet Performance Data Analyses
The data from the inlet performance models, Configurations i and 2,
were analyzed to determine the effects of the following variables on the per-





o Operating mass flow ratio
o Inlet ramp angles
o Angle of attack
o Sideslip
o Ramp system rotation
o Terminal shock strength
Performance Parameters
o Total pressure recovery
o Turbulence
o Steady state distortion
o Net propulsive force
o Inlet stable range
The analyses were performed using the test data presented in Appendix A.
Typical inlet/engine airflow characteristics were used to select the inlet
operating points. In general, the operating point is 95 percent of critical
(maximum) inlet flow at supersonic conditions, and varies between 86 and 88
percent of maximum inlet flow at subsonic conditions. In practice, mainte-
nance of a 95 percent critical operating point at all supersonic conditions
presupposes the use of a bypass system.
In the test program, emphasis was placed on the Mach 2.2 condition.
This condition was the maximum Math number for which high inlet performance
and aircraft maneuverability were critical requirements for the specific
aircraft and mission application to which the tests were directed. Thus,
the majority of the investigations of the effects of design variables
discussed in this report were performed at Math 2.2.
The results of the inlet performance data analyses have general
application to three ramp, external compression inlets. The results
indicate inlet bleed requirements, operating conditions in terms of mass
flow ratio and inlet geometry, and a variable capture area system to main-
tain a high level of inlet performance with angle of attack.
Effects of Inlet Bleed Variations
The inlet models employed second and third ramp, throat slot, and side-
plate bleed systems to remove the boundary layer formed on the inlet
compression surfaces and sideplates. The effects of varying the bleed
rate through the third ramp on the pressure recovery, turbulence, and dis-
tortion were investigated at Mach 2.2 on Configuration 2. The effects of
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varying the throat slot bleed rate were investigated at Mach 2.2 on both
Configurations i and 2. Since no variations of second ramp and sideplate
bleed were made, an evaluation of the effect of these bleeds on inlet per-
formance could not be made.
Third Ramp Bleed Variation - The effect of third ramp bleed on inlet
performance was investigated on Configuration 2, only under conditions where
the second ramp, sideplates, and throat slot bleed mass flow ratios were
0.008, 0.020, and 0.062, respectively. Under these conditions, the total
pressure recovery decreases as the third ramp bleed was increased above a
mass flow ratio of 0.003, as shown in Figure 24. This is believed to be
caused by the bleed flow modifying the third ramp supersonic flow field,
thereby accelerating the flow ahead of the terminal normal shock.
To investigate the effect of the third ramp bleed on the ramp boundary
layer, computations were made using the boundary layer computer program des-
cribed in Reference 5 and 6. The results indicated that, with a third ramp
bleed mass flow ratio of 0.003, 32 percent of the third ramp boundary layer
is removed and, with a bleed mass flow ratio of 0.012, the boundary layer is
completely removed. Therefore, it is apparent that maximum pressure recovery
is obtained with ramp bleed rates less than those required for complete
boundary layer removal, when throat slot bleed is also employed. In fact,
the data suggest that third ramp bleed may not improve the performance of
Configuration 2, although no data were obtained at zero third ramp bleed rate
to verify this point.
Throat Slot Bleed Variation - The effects of throat bleed were investi-
gated on Configurations 1 and 2 under the following conditions:
Configuration Second Ramp Third Ramp Sideplate
Bleed Rate* Bleed Rate* Bleed Rate*
1 .012 .021 .020
2 .008 .020 .020
*Mass flow ratios
Under these conditions, performance improved with increasing throat slot
bleed for both configurations up to a bleed mass flow ratio of approximately
0.04, as shown in Figure 25.
The lower pressure recovery of Configuration 2 shown in Figure 25 is a
result of the ramp rotation schedule used during the test. Note that the
total compression angle for Configuration 2 is almost two degrees less than
that for Configuration i. As will be discussed in the paragraph on Effects
of Ramp System Rotation, increasing the external compression can result in
significant increases in pressure recovery.
To investigate the effect of throat slot bleed illustrated in Figure 25
computations using the boundary layer analysis technique described in Refer-
ences 5 and 6 were made. These computations indicated that the entire ramp
boundary layer was removed upstream of the throat by the ramp bleed systems
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on both configurations. Therefore, it is apparent that the performance
improvementobtained with throat slot bleed resulted from somemechanism
other than boundarylayer removal. To determine the mechanisminvolved, the
flow conditions at the engine face were examined. Theinlet performance
parametersat 0.95 critical massflow and the engine face total pressure
recovery mapsare shownin Figure 26, Theseindicate that the flow condi-
tions at the engine face are moreuniform with throat slot bleed than without
throat slot bleed. It appears, therefore, that bleeding air through the slot
helps to turn the flow and together with the effect of massflow removal,
changesthe subsonic diffusion characteristics in a favorable manner. The
improvementin performancewith throat slot bleed maybe causedby either
the elimination of a separated region at the diffuser rampleading edgeor
by the removalof distorted flow inducedby the terminal normal shock.
Effects of Bypass Flow Variation
The effects on inlet performance of bypassing flow from either an engine
face (aft) bypass or a throat (forward) bypass were obtained at Mach 1.6 and
2.2 on Configuration i°
The effects of variations in aft bypass flow on inlet performance are
presented in Figure 27. No significant effect is seen at Mach 1.6 (Figure
27a). However, at Math 2.2, bypass mass flow ratios above approximately 0.06
cause the inlet recovery to decrease and the engine face distortion and tur-
bulence to increase (Figure 27b).
At bypass mass flow ratios below 0.06, the inlet performance is not
significantly affected by the bypass location at Mach 2.2, as shown in Fig-
ure 28.
Effects of _eratin_ Mass Flow Ratio Variation
The effects on inlet performance and net propulsive force produced by
changing the operating mass flow ratio were investigated at Mach 1.6 and 2.2.
The results presented are for Configuration 2 only, but similar trends were
indicated for Configuration i.
The distortion and turbulence increase and the pressure recovery de-
creases as the operating point approaches the critical mass flow ratio, as
shown in Figu = 29.
For this inlet configuration, the maximum net propulsive force occurs at
95 percent critical mass flow ratio for Mach 1.6 and at the critical point
for Mach 2.2, as shown in Figure 30. This maximum net propulsive force is
achieved when the increase in spillage drag with decreasing operating mass
flow ratio exceeds the net thrust improvement which results from the increase
in pressure recovery. In this evaluation, the inlet size was assumed to vary
with the operating mass flow ratio so that no bypass was required.
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In summary,the inlet operating point providing maximumnet propulsive
force for a two-dimenslonal, overhead, three ramp, external compression inlet
has been shown to be between 95 and i00 percent of the critical mass flow
ratio above Mach 1.6. However, the final selection of an operating mass flow
ratio must only be made after also considering inlet stability, distortion,
and inlet/engine control system transients.
Effects of Inlet Ramp Angle Variations
The effects of varying the second and third ramp angles on the perfor-
mance of three ramp, external compression inlets at Mach 2.2 were investigated.
Analyses are presented showing the effect of varying the ramp angles both at
a fixed angle of attack and as a function of angle of attack.
Reduced Second and Third Ramp Angles at a Given Angle of Attack - Two
inlet ramp geometry variations on Configuration 2 were investigated at a = 3 °.
The critical (maximum) mass capture ratio was higher and the pressure recovery
and inlet stable operating range were lower at reduced second and third ramp
angles, as shown in Figures 31 and 32. However, no significant changes in
turbulence or steady state distortion occurred with the ramp angle variations.
To evaluate the effect of the second and third ramp angle variation on
the net propulsive force for an inlet with a fixed first ramp, two propulsion
system design approaches were considered as defined below:
Case i: Without Bypass - For each ramp geometry, the inlet was sized to
capture the required airflow. Therefore, no bypass was required.
Case 2: With Bypass - The inlet size was the same for each ramp geometry
and the design case was considered to be the inlet geometry having a third
ramp angle of 24.6 ° . Additional flow captured with the lower ramp angles was
bypassed through the throat slot.
For Case i, where the inlet was properly sized for each ramp geometry,
the net propulsive force increases as the ramp angles decrease, as shown in
Figure 33. The lower ramp angles and the reduced capture area cause a reduc-
tion in inlet drag which more than compensates for the reduction in net thrust
resulting from the decrease in pressure recovery.
For Case 2, where the excess flow captured with the lower ramp angles
was bypassed overboard, the net propulsive force decreases as the ramp angles
decrease, as shown in Figure 33. The reduction in spillage drag associated
with the lower ramp angles does not compensate for the bypass drag and the
decrease in net thrust due to the pressure recovery reduction.
Reduced Second and Third Ramp Angles with Angles of Attack - The effect
on inlet performance of reducing the second and third ramp angles of Config-
uration 1 with increasing angle of attack was compared to the effect of main-
taining fixed ramp angles. This comparison was made to determine if there
is a performance advantage associated with either delaying oblique shock
detachment from the third ramp or preventing vortex sheet ingestion as the
angle of attack increases.
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To makethis comparison,inlet performance data for constant third ramp
angles of 17.4 ° and 22.3 ° were used. The pressure recovery for a third ramp
angle of 22.3 ° is higher than for 17.4 ° up to an angle of attack of approxi-
mately 8.5 ° but is lower above 8.5 =, as shown in Figure 34. This result
correlates with the predicted angle of attack for third ramp shock detachment
of 8 ° for a third ramp angle of 22.3 °. Vortex sheet ingestion is not pre-
dicted for this configuration at a third ramp angle of 22.3 ° over the angle
of attack range tested. Thus, no conclusion can be made from this data
concerning the effect of vortex sheet ingestion.
To determine the effects of reduced ramp angles on the net propulsive
force at angle of attack, a second/thlrd ramp schedule which provides a linear
decrease in ramp angles with increasing angle of attack was assumed. No by-
pass is required for the case where the third ramp angle remains constant as
angle of attack increases, but with reduced ramp angles a significant bypass
requirement occurs above _ = 3 °. However, even with the bypass requirement,
the net propulsive force is improved above _ = 7 ° with the reduced ramp
angles as shown in Figure 35. As with the pressure recovery and distortion
data, these results correlate with the predicted detachment angle for the
higher third ramp angles. Thus, it is apparent that reduced second and third
ramp angles are advantageous when third ramp shock detachment is prevented.
Effects of Angle of Attack
The effects of angle of attack on the performance of three ramp, external
compression inlets were investigated at both transonic and supersonic condi-
tions. Data were obtained at transonic test conditions for Configuratlon i
and at supersonic conditions for both Configurations i and 2. The test con-
ditions and inlet geometry definitions are presented in Figure 36.
Transonic An61e of Attack Performance - At transonic conditions, the
pressure recovery, turbulence, steady state distortion, and maximum mass flow
ratio are generally insensitive to angle of attack, as shown in Figures 37
and 38. The maxlmum mass flow ratio values presented reflect the relativ@ly
constant absolute capture characteristics of the inlet at transonic conditions.
Supersonic Ansle of Attack Performance - In terms of pressure recovery,
turbulence, steady state distortion, and maximum mass flow ratio, Conflgura-
tion 1 performance is much more sensitive to angle of attack at supersonic
conditions than that of Configuration 2, as shown in Figures 39 and 40. In
these figures, the performance effects are shown for the inlet ramp schedule
tested for each particular configuration and Mach number. Configuration 1
performance is more sensitive to angle of attack because the ramp geometry
is fixed wltk angle of attack. The maximum pressure recovery for Configura-
tion 2 is less than that for Configuration 1 (Figures 39b and c) as a result
of the ramp rotation scheduie employed during the test. In the section on
the Effects of Ramp System Rotation, it is shown that adjusting the ramp
rotation schedule of Configuration 2 to increase the external compression
would significantly increase the pressure recovery.
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Theeffects of angle of attack on the inlet stable range are shown in
Figure 41 for Configuration 2. The large increase in stable range observed
between _ = 12 ° and a = 16 ° at Mach 2.2 is attributed to the detachment of
the oblique shock from the third ramp.
The maximum net propulsive force at Mach 2.2 occurs a_ _ = 3 ° for Con-
figuration i and at _ = 0 ° for Configuratlon 2 as shown in Figure 42. For
Configuration i (Figure 42a), the decrease in net propulsive force below
= 3° is mainly caused by a reduction in recovery and a large bypass drag.
Above _ = 3 °, the decrease in net propulsive force is primarily caused by an
increase in spillage drag. In this case, the 95 percent critical operating
point can be maintained even without assuming a bypass at angles of attack
greater than 3 °. The variation in net propulsive force is less affected by
angle of attack for Configuration 2 (Figure 42b) than for Configuration i
because the ramp system rotation tends to maintain spillage drag at a con-
stant level as angle of attack increases. With an optimum ramp system
rotation schedule, the effect of angle of attack on the Configuration 2 net
propulsive force can be further reduced by improving the pressure recovery
at angle of attack. This improvement in recovery is discussed in the section
on Effects of Ramp System Rotation.
In summary, a variable capture area inlet with ramp system rotation
(Configuration 2) will provide a high level of inlet performance at Mach 2.2
over a wider angle of attack than an inlet which has a fixed geometry with
angle of attack (Configuration i).
Effects of Sideslip
The effects of sideslip on the performance of three ramp, external com-
pression inlets were investigated at transonic conditions for Configuration 1
and at supersonic conditions for both Configurations i and 2. A summary of
the test conditions and inlet geometry variations at sideslip are presented
in Figure 43.
Transonic Sideslip Performance - No significant sideslip effect can be
seen at Mach 0.9, as shown in Figure 44a, but at Mach 1.2 (Figure 44b), the
pressure recovery decreases and the distortion increases at the high angles
of attack for the inlet on the leeward side of the fuselage.
Supersonic Sideslip Performance - At supersonic conditions, the perfor-
mance of the inlet on the leeward side of the fuselage is progressively
degraded as sideslip increases, as shown in Figure 45. This effect becomes
more pronounced with increasing Mach number. The inlet on the windward side
of the fuselage, however, is much less sensitive to sideslip (see Figure 45b).
For clarity, the sideslip effects for Configuration i are shown in Figures
45a through 45c, and for Configuration 2, in Figures 45d through 45f.
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Sideslip also causes a significant reduction in stable range for the
leeward inlet as shown in Figure 46 for the Mach 2.2 condition.
Effects of Ramp System Rotation
The performance advantages of a three ramp system which rotates with
angle of attack have already been noted. In addition to maintaining high
performance over a wide angle of attack range, a rotating ramp system also
provides the capability to compensate for the forebody-induced angularity of
the flow approaching the inlet. The local flow angularity at the inlet at
Mach 2.2, shown in Figure 47, was determined using static pressure measure-
ments on the first ramp. To provide the data necessary for the selection of
an inlet rotation schedule, inlet performance at Mach 2.2 and 2.5, as a
function of rotation, was investigated at several angles of attack. These
data, presented in Figures 48 and 49, indicate that significant increases in
pressure recovery and decreases in distortion can be achieved by upward (nega-
tive) inlet rotation, due to the increases in external compression.
Effects of Terminal Shock Strength
Terminal shock strength is defined here as the static pressure ratio
across the terminal normal shock, as illustrated in Figure 50. Correlations
of terminal shock strength and oblique shock system position relative to the
cowl lip with inlet stable range, turbulence, and steady state distortion
were investigated at Mach 2.2 and 2.5, using the Configuration 2 data. The
terminal shock strength values are theoretical.
Inlet Stable Range - The inlet stable range is a function of the oblique
shock system position as well as the terminal shock strength, as shown in
Figure 51. The shock displacement ratio defined in Figure 51 was used to
describe the oblique shock system position relative to the inlet cowl lip.
The increase in inlet stable range with increasing shock displacement ratio
is attributed to delaying the ingestion of the vortex sheet formed at the
intersection between the normal shock and the third ramp oblique shock. In
Reference 7, it was shown that near the inlet design Mach number, the vortex
sheet ingestion triggers inlet "buzz".
The dependence of the stable range on the terminal shock strength is
attributed to the shock translation required to provide a given change in
mass flow rate. That is, for the same shock translation, a weak terminal
shock produces a smaller change in mass flow rate than a strong terminal
shock. Consequently, for a given shock displacement ratio, the ingestion
of the vortex sheet occurs with a lower stable range when the terminal shock
is weak.
Turbulence and Steady State Distortion - Steady state distortion is
completely insensitive to terminal shock strength as shown in Figure 52.
Turbulence is insensitive to terminal shock strength below a value of 2.2,
but then increases significantly with terminal shock strength.
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Inlet/Airframe Drag DataAnalyses
Thetransonic drag test data obtained with the inlet/airframe drag
modelwere analyzed to determine the effects of variations in inlet capture
area on aircraft drag and inlet lift. Theanalyses are basedon data obtained
betweenMach0.6 and 1.2 with a fixed exit chokerepresenting typical operat-
ing conditions of approximately 80%of maximuminlet flow.
Theresults of the inlet/airframe drag analysis illustrate the signifi-
canceof considering inlet lift as well as inlet drag whendetermining inte-
grated inlet/airframe performance.
Effects of Inlet Capture Area Variation on Aircraft Drag
The variable capture area inlet with ramp system rotation as a function
of angle of attack has a drag advantage over an inlet that has fixed capture
area with angle of attack at transonic conditions, as shown in Figure 53.
These results were obtained by determining the difference in airframe drags
incurred with inlet Configurations 3 and 4. The inlet ramp angle and rota-
tion schedules for each configuration are presented in Figures 13 and 14.
At transonic conditions, the ramp angles of Configuration 3 were fixed while
the entire ramp system of Configuration 4 was rotated as a function of angle
of attack up to approximately 4 ° angle of attack. Above 4 ° angle of attack
where the first ramp angle of Configuration 4 is fixed at 4 ° less than that of
Configuration 3, the drag of Configuration 4 increases at a lesser rate than
Configuration 3. This is consistent with data from a recent investigation in
which a comparison of similar inlet configurations was made. In this compar-
ison, the increasing drag advantage at high angles of attack for an inlet
having lower ramp angles can be shown to be a result of reduced spillage drag
and upper cowl drag.
Effects of Inlet Capture Area Variation on Inlet Lift
Rotation of the inlet ramp system with angle of attack reduces the inlet
lift force as shown by the comparison of inlet lift coefficients for Config-
urations 3 and 4 in Figure 54. Included in the inlet lift force are the lift
forces on the cowl surfaces and on the sideplates, and the lift force result-
ing from air spillage.
Since the inlets were not located at the aircraft center of gravity, the
inlet lift directly affects the aircraft pitching moment as shown in Figure
55 for Mach 0.9. Above 0 ° angle of attack, the aircraft model having variable
capture area inlets (Configuration 4) has the lower inlet lift (Figure 54b)
and the higher negative pitching moment (Figure 55). Since a change in
pitching moment carl affect the aircraft trim characteristics, careful consid-
eration must be given to inlet/alrframe integration to retain the full drag
advantage of the variable capture area inlet.
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CONCLUSIONS
Theconclusions derived from analyses of two-dlmensional, overhead, three
ramp, external compressioninlet performanceand inlet/airframe drag data are
as follows:
le Maximum pressure recovery at Mach 2.2 is obtained with ramp bleed rates
less than those required for complete boundary layer removal, when
throat slot bleed is also employed.
. Throat slot bleed increases inlet performance at supersonic flight con-
ditions even when the boundary layer upstream of the throat is completely
removed by ramp bleed.
. Inlet performance is not affected by bypass location for bypass flow
ratios less than 0.06 at Mach 2.2. Bypass mass flow ratios in excess
of 0.06 from an aft location can degrade inlet performance.
4. The inlet operating point for maximum net propulsive force above Mach
1.6 occurs between 95 and i00 percent of the critical mass flow ratio.
. The second and third ramp angles required for maximum net propulsive
force at Mach 2.2 are lower than the ramp angles providing maximum inlet
recovery.
. Reducing the second and third ramp angles as a function of angle of
attack to prevent shock detachment from the third ramp increases the
net propulsive force.




A variable capture area inlet with a rotating ramp system maintains a
high level of inlet performance at Mach 2.2 over a wider angle of attack
range than an inlet which has a fixed geometry with angle of attack.
Inlet performance is insensitive to sideslip angles between -6 @ and +6 °
at Mach 0.9.
i0. Inlet performance at supersonic conditions is degraded at sideslip for
the inlet on the leeward side of the fuselage to a greater extent than
for the inlet on the windward side.
ii. Near the design Mach number the inlet stable range is related primarily
to the terminal shock strength and the oblique shock system position
relative to the cowl lip.
12. A terminal shock strength in excess of a static pressure ratio of 2.2




A variable capture area inlet utilizing rampsystemrotation with angle
of attack causesless spillage drag at transonic conditions than an
inlet which has a fixed capture area with angle of attack, thus produc-
ing moreefficient operation at typical cruise conditions.
Thechangein inlet lift force accompanyinginlet ramprotation must be
considered in the inlet/airframe integration in order to retain the full
drag advantageof the variable capture area inlet.
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Third (Inboard and Outboard)
Ramp 80 holes - 0.125 dia.
Nominal Bleeds at 0.95 Critical Operating
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Inlet Width, W/D 2 0.747
Ramp System Length, L/D 2
@p = 0° (A 1 = 7 ° ) 1.955
Sideplate Leading Edge
Radius p Rsp/D 2 0.002
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0.030 m.----,_ /, .
0.060 in.--_/_ _ 0 024 in
0 060 in.-- ----._7/_. _ _ " _ ^^Z. _ Combined Throat Slot
• //_//, -- //_,/_ "--u.uou m. / \ Bleed Area = 0.16 in. 2
// H ,=. "" _" 0 024 in. /
.....7" \
\ /
0.035 in. Diameter / _?// _ / _ _
Second Ramp _ _ / O es
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Third Ram p_,._/
Notes: • At transonic conditionsthe
bleed rates are negligible.
• Dimensions ere given in model
scale, 1 in. = 2.54 cm
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FIGURE 18 - INLET/AIRFRAME DRAG MODEL INSTRUMENTATION
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With Alternate Ramp System Rotation
At Angle of Attack
At Angle of Attack
with Alternate First Ramp Rotation
At Angle of Attack
J_
At Angle of Attack
with Alternate Ramp System Rotation
Note: Inlet capture area, Ac, i$ directly proportional tO inlet height, h
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Note: Reference Capture Area, ACo , determined at 0_ = 0 O, A 1 = 5.6 ° is 6.51 ft 2 (full scale) or 0.605 m 2 [ 1 ft = 0.3048 m]
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Note: ReferenceCapture Area, Aco, determinedat 0L=0°, A 1 = 7° (p = 0°) is 6.91 ft2 or 0.64:2m2 [1 ft = 0.3048m]
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AircraftDrag Force, D = Fx cos e + Fy sin e- Fo
Where Fx FBALx + FExit + +
= FBLexit x FBase
+ FCAVx
And Fy = FBALy + FCAVy + FBLexity








Inlet Lift Force, FL = Flny cose - Fin x sm
Where Fin x = FAddx + FSp x + FCI x + FCu x
And Flny = FAddy + FsPy + FCly - FCuy
Inlet Additive
Force Components, FAddx = FRx + Fix - Fo cos (_
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FIGURE 26 - EFFECTS OF THROAT SLOT BLEED ON DIFFUSER FLOW
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FIGURE 29 (Concl.) - EFFECTS OF OPERATING MASS FLOW RATIO ON PRESSURE
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FIGURE 30 (Concl.),- EFFECT OF OPERATING MASS FLOW RATIO
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FIGURE 32 - EFFECTS OF INLET RAMP ANGLE VARIATIONS ON PRESSURE RECOVERY,
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FIGURE 34 - EFFECTS OF REDUCED SECOND AND THIRD RAMP ANGLES AT ANGLE OF
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FIGURE 35 - EFFECT OF REDUCED RAMP ANGLES AT ANGLE OF ATTACK
ON NET PROPULSIVE FORCE
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* Ramp System Rotation Schedules are shown at
each Mach Number in Figure 39.,
/--Inlet Reference Line
A1 /
IL __--__- &2_t___ ]_--'-" Aircraft Waterline
Ramp System Hinge Point -_
(Parallel to Aircraft
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FIGURE 37 - EFFECTS OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON PRESSURE RECOVERY, TURBULENCE,
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(b) M o = 1.2
FIGURE 37 (Concl.)- EFFECTS OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON PRESSURE RECOVERY,
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(a) M o = 1.6
FIGURE 39 - EFFECTS OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON PRESSURE RECOVERY, TURBULENCE,
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FIGURE 39 (Cont'd) - EFFECTS OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON PRESSURE RECOVERY,
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FIGURE 39 (Concl.) - EFFECTS OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON PRESSURE RECOVERY,
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FIGURE 40 - EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON MAXIMUM MASS FLOW RATIO
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FIGURE 40 (Cont'd) - EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON MAXIMUM MASS FLOW RATIO
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FIGURE42 (Concl.)- EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON NET PROPULSIVE FORCE
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(a) M o = 0.9
FIGURE 44 - EFFECTS OF ANGLE OF SIDESLIP ON PRESSURE RECOVERY, TURBULENCE,
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FIGURE 44 (Concl.) - EFFECTS OF ANGLE OF SIDESLIP ON PRESSURE RECOVERY,
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FIGURE 48 (Concl.) - EFFECTS OF RAMP SYSTEM ROTATION ON PRESSURE
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TURBULENCE, AND DISTORTION AT SIDESLIP
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/_ _Oblique Shocks
Terminal Shock Strength = P4/P3 {Static Pressure Ratio) Gp73-_9-4.

























FIGURE 51 - EFFECTS OF TERMINAL SHOCKSTRENGTH AND OBLIQUE SHOCK
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FIGURE 52 - EFFECTS OF TERMINAL SHOCK STRENGTH ON TURBULENCE
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FIGURE 52 (Concl.) - EFFECTS OF TERMINAL SHOCK STRENGTH ON TURBUL'ENCE
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FIGURE 53- EFFECT ON DRAG OF VARYING INLET CAPTURE
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FIGURE 54(Concl.) - COMPARISON OP INLET LIFT COEFFICIENTS.
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Presented herein are the pressure recovery, turbulence, and steady
state distortion data used in the inlet performance analyses discussed in
this report. The data plots are separated into sections corresponding to
each analysis as listed below.
Analysis
Effects of Third Ramp Bleed Variation
Effects of Throat Slot Bleed Variation
Effects of Bypass Flow Variation
Effects of Operating Mass Flow Ratio Variation
Effects of Inlet Ramp Angle Variations
Effects of Angle of Attack
Effects of Sideslip
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FIGURE A-2 - EFFECTS OF THIRD RAMP BLEED ON PRESSURE RECOVERY,
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FIGURE A-15 - EFFECTS OF BYPASS FLOW ON PRESSURE RECOVERY,
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APPENDIX B
BLEED/BYPASS DRAG CALCULATION PROCEDURE
The second and third ramp bleed drag, throat slot bleed drag, and bypass
drag used to evaluate the effect of selected design variables on net propul-
sive force are analytically determined. The procedure used to calculate





g Standard gravitational acceleration























Corrected mass flow rate
Ratio of specific heats
Ratio of average duct to_ al pressure to sea level
standard pressure
Ratio of duct to +-= temperature to sea level
standard tem werature






momentum between the inlet and exit of each system.
Bleed/bypass exit conditions




The bleed and bypass drags are evaluated by determining the loss in
Thus, in general,
D]bleed or = mVo - Fexit
bypass
Rearranging the equation results in the following:
t
-- _ (__> ¢_ <<_-_o _w>_
wd_" o
62 o
where CV is the flush exit thrust coefficient from References B-I and B-2
based on isentropic expansion to ambient pressure.
For ease of calculation, the equation can be reduced to the form:
FPT2 (No) - F3 ' No cos 15 °










= exit angle of mass flow, degrees
(referenced to nominal 15 ° exit angle)
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Thevalues of FI, F2, and F3 are obtained from the curves shownin FiguresB-I through B-6.
For the bleed/bypass drag calculations performedin the inlet perfor-
manceanalyses, the exit angle of the rampbleeds is assumedto be 30° and
the exit angle for the bypass flow, both forward and aft, is assumed to
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FIGURE B-4- F 2 (M o) vs M o
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FIGURE B-6 - F 3 /% Mo_ PTePo ' vs Po
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APPENDIX C
INLET DRAG ANALYSIS METHOD
Inlet spillage drag used to evaluate the effect of selected design
variables on net propulsive force is analytically determined at supersonic
conditions. The method of computSng spillage drag by extending the tech-
nique developed in References C-I through C-4 to two-dimensional inlets


















Q + B sinq
I - B cosn













[tan2_ - tan2_] I/2
Velocity
Inlet width




SYMBOLS (Cont'd) - APPENDIX C
Maximum deflection angle for attached shock waves
in plane flow
8 Angle
Mach angle ( = Sin-l[i/M])
v Locus angle
P Density


























Refers to regions behind the first, second, and third
oblique shocks, respectively
In this discussion inlet drag is defined as inlet additive drag plus
the change in cowl drag from maximum air capture conditions. In the pro-
cedure the additive drag is calculated at supersonic conditions and maximum
capture, and then an inlet drag slope is calculated for reduced capture
ratios. This slope is not constant with capture ratio but changes as the
terminal normal shock moves upstream with reducing capture.
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Theadditive drag at maximumcapture conditions with all shockwaves
attached is illustrated in Figure C-1. Theadditive drag is calculated by
pressure integration along the stagnation streamline.
Dad = [(pl_Po)Ahl + (p2-Po)Ah2+ (p3-Po)Ah3]W
where: Pl' P2' and P3are the static pressures behind the respective shock
waves.
Thecalculation procedurefor the slope of the drag curve at reducedcap-
ture ratios with detachedshockwavesis given in ReferencesC-l, C-2, C-3, and
C-4. This methodcanbest be presentedby first deriving the equations for a
pitot inlet and then extending the analysis to inlets with pre-compression.
Pitot Intakes - Consider a pitot inlet in a supersonic flow field as
illustrated in Figure C-2. Assuming the subsonic flow behind the shock wave
is potential, incompressible flow:
D_add + Dtcowl = 0
where: prime refers to the subsonic flow problem.
D'cowl = -D'add (C-l)
(c-2)Now: AD'cowl = D'cowl - D'cowl
m
thus: AD'cowl = -(pi-pw) A c - (pAV2)i + (pAV2)w
Since D'cowl = 0 using the same reasoning as for Equation (C-l), the com-
plete flow problem can be considered.
In equation form:
Din = Dcowl + Dadd
= &Dcowl + Dcowl + Dadd
m
assuming that ADcowl = AD'cowl
Din = Dcowl m - (pi-pw) Ac - (pAV2)i + (pAV2)w
+ (pi-po) A c + (pAV2) i - (pAV2) °
= mcowl + (pw-pi) a + (pV21 - pV2J )A °m c w o
From a momentum balance across the shock wave
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FIGURE C-2- PITOT INLET IN SUPERSONIC FLOW FIELD GP72-0979-187
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Noting that Aw = Ao and substituting Equation (C-4) into (C-3), we obtain
Din = Dcowl + (Ac-A o) (Pw-Po)
m
D. Pw A




_(Ao/Ac) = - (_)o (_o - i) (C-6)
Thus, the problem of drag estimation for a pitot intake is reduced to
determining the cowl drag at maximum capture and then applying the normal
shock pressure ratio to the deflected streamtube. Figure C-3 shows the
excellent agreement of this data with experiment.
Inlets with Pre-Compression - Reference C-3 modified the above results
for application to an axisymmetric centerbody inlet. It was noted that when
the terminal normal shock is expelled sufficiently far that the spilled air
is processed only by a normal (or strong) shock wave such as that shown in
Figure C-4, the system can be considered to operate as a "pitot inlet."
Considering the capture ratio at the condition where the inlet stream-
tube passes through the intersection of the normal and oblique shock waves
(termed the vortex sheet ingestion point), one can see from Figure C-5 that
the drag for all lower capture ratio conditions is defined. As in Reference
C-3, it is then assumed that the drag slope is linear between the maximum
capture condition and the vortex sheet ingestion point. This assumption is
unnecessary for a two-dimensional plane inlet, since the "pitot" inlet analogy
can be used for flow along the ramp surface as shown in Figure C-6. However,
when the normal shock intersects the oblique shock beneath the cowl lip,
the approach of Reference C-3 is used, unless a solution of the three-shock
intersection is impossible (to be discussed later).
Determining the "vortex sheet ingestion point" requires knowledge of
the position of the terminal shock as a function of the capture ratio.
Reference C-3 used Moeckel's theory (Reference C-2) for closed bodies and
pitot inlets to determine the shock location for centerbody inlets. The
following analysis was developed on a similar basis.
For a two-dimensional plane inlet the equation of the shock position is
as follows:




















































Air Capture Ratio, Ao/A c
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FIGURE C-3- COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
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FIGURE C-5- VARIATION OF INLET DRAG WITH AIR CAPTURE RATIO
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cot2 [ tan _s tan __I(i/ts-i/to) ts L o j
l/2
t = (tan2_ - tan2_)
q = maximum wedge angle for attached flow at M = M .
0
By applying continuity to the flow across the sonic line:
where:





substituting Equation (C-8) into (C-l):
A
L__h= Ko (i - _)
C C
where:
o - B sinq
(c-8)
(C-9)
The shock geometry for a two dimensional plane inlet is shown in Figure C-7.
It is seen that the shock position is a function of the freestream Mach
number and the compression surface angle. The angle of the "third" shock
wave, _o' must be calculated by solution of the intersection of the two
shockwave polars for Mo and for M I.
Equation (C-9) defines the slope of the captured streamtube when the
shoc_wave-streamtube intersection at the shock defines an angle equal to
cot -± (K). The vortex sheet ingestion point is the intersection of this
.O










Applying the theory to the flow on any surface of the wedge, the locus angle
relative to the wedge is defined by cot -I (KI). Thus, an alternative value





v = 6 + cot ..(KI)
(c-n)
This value is not used unless a value of _o cannot be calculated. The
drag coefficient at this capture ratio is glven by substitution into
Equation (C-5):
: % + (q )o i) z- (c-z2)
CDin c°wlm I
where the drag slope for lower captures is given by Equation (C-6). This
analysis can be applied to a multiple compression surface inlet by referring
all the surfaces to their respective approach conditions.
The drag at maximum capture conditions on a three-ramp inlet with the
third shock wave detached is given by:
Din : Dcowl
m
+ [Ahl(Pl-p o) + dh2(P2-p o) + Ah3(P3-Po)]W
where:
P3 = P2 h P _.M2
and Ah 3 can be found from Equation (C-9) as follows:
The locus angle relative to the wind axes is
-i
_2 = cot (K 2) + 52
thus
Ah 3 =




A schematic of a three ramp inlet with the third oblique shock wave detached
is presented in Figure C-8. This same technique can also be used for lower
capture ratios by defining other values of L 2.
Comparison of Theory and Experiment - All the comparisons have been
made with single wedge inlets. It is seen from Figures C-9 through C-12
that excellent agreement is obtained at all but the transonic flow region.
The poor agreement which occurs at transonic conditions is due to the large
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FIGURE C-9- COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
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FIGURE C-10- COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL





























FIGURE C-ll - COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
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FIGURE C-12 - COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
INLET DRAG FOR o20 WEDGE CENTERBODY INLET
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